
MEMORANDUM OH CJL/DET/JGT.: M. NF.L* (65). 

Witness reported one meeting, lio. 179, p. 590 
(V, 17) Ex. v*. 315, and ae only reported the speech of 
Lee-Warden, which he appears to have recorded quite 
inte Highly. 

I have no co uaient to make on this reporter or 
the meeting, other than to p int put that Lee-Karden's wh >le 
speech concerned itself with the UO.P., the nature of the 
C.O.P. campaign, an appeal for volunteers nnd the nature of 
the duties of such volunteers. If the Crown case revolves 
around the C.O.P. it is peculiar that Lee-Warden should have 
been released by the Crown. 
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